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Mac OS X for Java GeeksO'Reilly, 2003
Mac OS X for Java Geeks delivers a complete and detailed look at the Mac OS X platform, geared specifically at Java developers. Programmers using the 10.2 (Jaguar) release of Mac OS X, and the new JDK 1.4, have unprecedented new functionality available to them. Whether you are a Java newbie, working your way through...
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Women Leaders at Work: Untold Tales of Women Achieving Their AmbitionsApress, 2011

	I was seven years old when my mother showed me her most treasured jewels. Taking my hand in hers, she walked me through the giant oak doors of our town library where she showed me the Orange Books, biographies of historical men and women of achievement. Certainly, there were far fewer books of women than men, but there they were—women...
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Russian For Dummies (Language & Literature)For Dummies, 2006
Covers common expressions, conversations, and cultural notes   

   

   Your fun and friendly guide to communicating in Russian   

   Whether you're a student, a traveler, or a businessperson, or if you just want to speak basic Russian, you'll find this book packed with practical lessons...
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Inventors at Work: The Minds and Motivation Behind Modern InventionsApress, 2012

	Inventors at Work: The Minds and Motivation Behind Modern Inventions is a collection of interviews with inventors of famous products, innovations, and technologies that have made life easier or even changed the way we live. All of these scientists, engineers, wild-eyed geniuses, and amateur technologists have dedicated their...
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Acting in an Uncertain World: An Essay on Technical Democracy (Inside Technology)MIT Press, 2009
Controversies over such issues as nuclear waste, genetically modified organisms, asbestos, tobacco, gene therapy, avian flu, and cell phone towers arise almost daily as rapid scientific and technological advances create uncertainty and bring about unforeseen concerns. The authors of Acting in an Uncertain World argue that political...
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Advertisers at WorkApress, 2012

	“Conversations with some of the sharpest minds in advertising lead the reader gently into the heart of the business. A great read whether you’re starting out in advertising or simply want to pick up some tips from the greats.”


	—Mark Tungate, author of Adland: A Global History of...
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Acting Teachers of America: A Vital TraditionAllworth Press, 2007
For the first time--insights from 50 of the most distinguished   acting teachers in America

* Priceless gathering of wisdom and experience

* The biggest names in acting: Michael Howard, Lloyd Richards, Olympia   Dukakis, dozens more

* Stunning, revealing photographs of acting teachers and their finest   students...
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Social eCommerce: Increasing Sales and Extending Brand ReachO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Want to make money online? Then ignore social media at your own risk. Social media is vital if you want to your business to thrive, and though you can’t control the conversations, you can influence them. This book will teach you how.

	
		If mismanaged, social media can create more noise than signal. It can be a time...
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Organization Development at Work: Conversations on the Values, Applications, and Future of ODPfeiffer, 2003
SHARE IN THE POWER, PURPOSE, AND PRACTICE OF OD
Organization Development at Work–a title in The Practicing OD Series–is a collection of conversations among leaders, practitioners, and educators in the organization development (OD) field. Throughout the book experienced professionals share their best thinking about principles,...
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Five-Minute Activities for Business English (Cambridge Handbooks for Language Teachers)Cambridge University Press, 2005

	This comprehensive resource book contains an easy-to-use set of short activities essential for anyone teaching Business English. Reflecting real-life business activities such as emails, noisy telephone conversations, making excuses, negotiating, handling customer complaints and cultural awareness, Five-Minute Activities for Business English...
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Love 'Em or Lose 'Em, Sixth Edition: Getting Good People to StayBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2021

	This sixth edition of the number one bestselling employee retention book in the world (over 800,000 copies sold) puts a new emphasis on diversity and inclusion but keeps the same appealing format: twenty-six simple strategies from A to Z.

	

	Despite booms and busts, technology advances, talent wars, layoffs, and even a...
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Desktop Encyclopedia of Voice and Data in NetworkingMcGraw-Hill, 1999

	The telecommunications industry is changing rapidly in its quest to converge voice and data on high-performance multiservice networks that are designed to meet virtually any business and consumer need. These nextgeneration networks are being driven as much by the revenue-generating potential of new integrated applications as they are by the...
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